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 by Omad   

La Boîte à Musique 

"From Adolphe Adam to Alexander Zemlinsky"

La Boîte à Musique is situated near the Palace of Fine Arts, with good

reason. The presence of culture cannot be denied here, but the definition

of culture is rather restrictive: you will only find classical music. This shop

is run by the de Wouters d'Oplinter family, son Bertrand is in charge of the

small record label Pavane, specializing in classical music. The shop's

collection is very large and prices are very reasonable.

 +32 2 513 0965  www.laboiteamusique.eu/

contact_us.php

 info@classicalmusic.be  Coudenberg 74, Bruxelas

 by denise carbonell   

Sablon Antiques Market 

"Historic Atmosphere"

The antique market on Place Du Grand Sablon takes place every Saturday

and Sunday under the tower of the Notre Dame du Sablon church. An

array of items can be found here - books, watches, glasses, candlesticks,

jewelry, paintings, clocks and many more. On the historic square itself you

will find a great deal of antique shops as well as cafes and chocolatiers,

ideal for souvenir shopping.

 www.sablon-antiques-market.com/  Place du Grand Sablon, Bruxelas

 by Patrick Despoix   

Marche aux Puces 

"Flea Market"

The Marche aux Puces is one of the largest daily flea markets in the world!

Here, nearly 200 dealers converge to offer up an abundance of steals and

bargains on bric-a-bracs and antiques. This flea market is located near

other antique shopping areas such as Place du Sablon and Rue Haute, but

offers goods at much lower prices. Get your thrift on and stop by here for

deals.

 +32 2 513 8940 (Tourist Information)  Place du Jeu de Balle, Bruxelas

 by Associated Fabrication   

Lady Dandy 

"Second Hand Designer Clothing"

This trendy secondhand shop is known for their plethora of designer gems

at half the price you would find them in other stores. Find vintage Chanel,

Gucci, YSL, and more, you're sure to find exquisite pieces to add to your

wardrobe. Every item is hand selected to ensure quality and authenticity

so you're sure to get the real deal.

 +32 2 538 47 74  www.ladydandy.com  info@ladydandy.com  Rue du Page 81, Bruxelas
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